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MOTTO 

 

Yes, the mistrust of poetry has a long history, for a variety of 

reasons, but they all come down to sentiment and invention over fact and 

truth. Figurative language is suspicious.
1
 

-Mary Ruefle- 

 

                                                             
1
 Article, “Quote Fancy”, https://quotefancy.com/, accessed on 24

th
 June 

2022 at 9:12 am, https://quotefancy.com/quote/1507716/Mary-Ruefle-Yes-the-

mistrust-of-poetry-has-a-long-history-for-a-variety-of-reasons-but  

https://quotefancy.com/
https://quotefancy.com/quote/1507716/Mary-Ruefle-Yes-the-mistrust-of-poetry-has-a-long-history-for-a-variety-of-reasons-but
https://quotefancy.com/quote/1507716/Mary-Ruefle-Yes-the-mistrust-of-poetry-has-a-long-history-for-a-variety-of-reasons-but
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TRANSLITERATION ARABIC-LATIN 

 

Konsonan Tunggal Vocal 

TanpaTan ا L/l ل Sy/sy ش B/b ب

da 

َ  ... M/m م Ṣ/ṣ ص T/t ت  A/a 

َ  ... N/n ن Ḍ/ḍ ض Ṡ/ṡ ث  I/i 

َ  ... W/w و Ṭṭ ط J/j ج  U/u 

 H/h Mādd ه Ẓ/ẓ ظ Ḥ/ḥ ح

 Bā ب ا  ء awal ‘A/ ‘aع   KH/kh خ

 B ب ي   A/a ء ’akhir A’/aع D/d د

 Bū ب و   Y/y ي G/g غ Ż/ż ذ

 F/f Tasydi>d Yā’ nisbah ف R/r ر

 Falakiy ف ل ك ي   Abb أ ب   Q/q ق Z/z ز

ب   K/k ك S/s س ا  Rabb ر  ع 

ي    ل م 

‘ālamiy 

‘Ain/Hamzah 

di belakang 

‘Ain/Hamzah di 

waqf 

 Vocal Rangkap ال  

ع   ع   qara’a ف ر  و  -Al ال ف ر 

furū’ 

-al ال ق م ر  

qamar 

يي ر   غ 

 ي  

Gair> 

ء   اء   qara’a ق ر  -Al ال ق ض 

qadā’ 

الش م  

 س  

al-

syams 

ي ئ    Syai’un ش 

Kata 

majemukdirangkai 

Kata majemuk 

dipisah 

Tā’ Marbūṭah 

ي ه   ا ل الدِّ م  <Jamāluddi ج 

n 

ا ل  م  ج 

ي ه    الدِّ

Jamāl al-

di>n 

 Sā’ah س ا ع ة
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PREFACE 

 

This study is evidence that the researcher has conducted a study 

by analysing a film. This research is qualitative research using descriptive 

analysis. the purpose of this study is to find out the types of figurative 

language and what type of figurative language is mostly used in the Best 

Muslim Move 

Chapter I Introduction describes the research background, 

research focus and scope, research problems, research objectives, 

research significances, definition of key terms, and organization of thesis. 

Chapter II Review of Related Literature contains theoretical description, 

theoretical framework, and review of previous studies. Chapter III 

Research Methodology which includes research method, research subject, 

instruments and data collection technique, data analysis technique. 

Chapter IV Research Findings and Discussions explain the research 

results and discussions.  

The research results revealed several types of figurative language 

that are used and obtained the number of what types of figurative 

language is the most spoken. The researcher hopes this study can be 

beneficial as a reference for researchers, teachers and students.  
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